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The kinetic theory of turbulent flow previously developed is 
enp10yed to study the mixing-limited coni:>ustion of hydrogen in axisymnetric 
jet. The integro-different1a1 equations in two-spatial and three ve1or;ity 
coordL~2tes describing the combustion are reduced to a set of hyperbolic 
partial differential equations in the two spatial coordinates by a 
bimodal approximation. The MacConnick's f1.nite difference rrethod is then 
employed for solution. The flame length is longer than that predicted 
by the flame-sheet analysis, and is found to be in general agreement 
with a recent experimental result. Increase of either the turbulence 
energy or scale results in an enhancement of the conbustion rate and, 
well as of the physical findings are discussed. 
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SUMMARY 
Kinetic theory of turbulence developed previously was enployed to 
analyze the turbulent diffusion fl.am= in axisyrmetric hydrogen jet. 'lhe 
fluid was assurred to be incanpressible, and the maan flow field was 
ccnsidered to be given for convenience. 'lhe kinetic equations governing 
the chemical species and energy were transformed into a set of hyperbolic 
differential equations by the use of bimodal ITlOl'IEnt mathod which has been 
rrodified to circumvent certain' difficulty encountered in earlier works. 
'!hese equations were integrated by a finite difference scheme. 'lhis 
mathod of solution was shown to be flexible and applicable to many 
cont>ustion problems of engineering interest. 'lhe solution was conpared to 
the existing experimantal data. Satisfactory agreements with the 
experimental data were obtained on the flame length and on the centerline 
variations of the chemical species concentrations. 'lbe maximum terrperature 
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di':;the £'lame was substantially below that predicted by the convent1onal 
flame-sheet solut1on. '!be overall canbust10n rPte .mances al'¥1, 
therefore, the flame length sbortens as the t.1Y lUlence energy and scale 
were ·increased. Greater turbulence energy enhances the overall canbust10n 
rate by increasing both the mixing and the turbulent dissipat1on-
l1m1ted chemical react10n rate. en the other hand, the larger scale 
gave a greater overall canbust10n rate through increased mixing, but a max-
SIun would be· reached beyond which the camust10n rate would decrease 
because of the redUced d1ss1pat1on-llmited react10n rate. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recognizing certain inherent limitations of the convent1onal 
methOd of analysis of chemically reacting flows, a kinet1c theory of 
turbulence was developed previously. (See ref. 1-6.) This theory 
descr1bes the probability dens1ty function of the fluid elements 
canprising turbulence field. Probabil1ty dens1ty functions of the 
chemical species being transported by the fluid elements are also 
described in similar manner. 
The governing kinetic equatiOns are integro-d1fferential equations 
in both velocity and phYsical spaces, similar to those for the molecular 
kinetic theory, and present a formidable challenge to the available 
methods of solution. The only practical method of solution for chemically 
reacting flows was found to be the bimodal rroment method, which was 
successfully employed to solve several chemically reacting flow problems 
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to the canbustion problems of initially unmixed reactants, it was found 
that the generated mean profiles contained certain discontinuities in 
the gradients which were not real. '!hese discontinuities are direct 
consequences of the b1mxial. method of solution, as expl.a1ned in ref. 5. 
and they do not affect the canbustion rate and other pertinent description 
of the physical problem. Nevertheless, a method should be found Which 
will remedy this difficulty. 
The ultimate answer lies in the exact rnnnerical integration of the 
kinetic equations. '!he equations were solved exactly at least in one 
velocity space for a canbustion problem in ref. 7, and the solutions gave 
COITect continuous mean profiles to all orders as expected. '!he rn.nnerical 
complexity, however, was such that the solution was conr~..ned to a 
relatively s:1mple shear flow. 
As an interim remedy of the difficulty withb1modal method, an 
additional kinetic equation was constructed in ref. 6 which governs the 
cOITelation function representing the chemical reaction. This equation 
circumvented the difficulty of the b1m:>da.l moment method, and the method 
was successfUlly applied to solution of the turbulent chemical laser 
problem in ref. 6. 
Aside from the problems discussed above, there exists the difficulty 
of numerically integrating a set of hyperbolic partial differential 
equations resulting from the nnnent method in two physical dimensions. Tne 
Mac Cormick 's f1ni te difference scheme (ref. 8) was shown to be useful in 
-gg;;::gtQ 
the solution for s:1mple two-dimensional flow (ref. 6). However, application 
of this scheme to the axisynmetric jet turned out to be a formidable task. 
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A substant1al portion of the effort expended. in the present work 
concerns the numerical integration of the governing nanent equations 
by the MacConn1ck's method. 
Text of this report begins with fornulation of the kinetic 
equations govem1ng the mtx1ng-l1m1ted. canbustion in axisynrnetric jet. 
'!he fluid was assumed to be incCJ1i)ressible and the mean now field 
was considered to be known in terms of the existing inconpressible 
solutions. Appropriate aerivat10n and transfonnation of the rranent 
equations are given. Solutions for the hydrogen conbustion in air 
are then o1tta1ned and canpared to the available experimental data. 
Because of the ~rtance of the numerical scheme to the success of the 
kinetic-theory approach to turbulence, a detailed description of the 









stoichiometric coefficient for oxidant 
constants for Eqs. (14), (16), and (17). 
stoichiometric coefficient for fuel 
mass fraction 
i .. th mass fraction used. in appendix 
specific heat 
molecular diffusivity 
stoichiometric coefficient for canbustion product 
2 
<UkUk>/uc 
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- . 
· F funct10n det'1ned in Eq. {A~j 
f probability density fUnction of fluid elements 
h Cp T/rm
o 
rmo heat of canbustion per unit IlBSS of product 
kf forward reaction rate coefficient 








generaJ. function of U 
r/L 
radial coordnte defined in Fig. 1 
function defined in Eq. (A5) 
absolute temPerature 




i-canponent of instantaneous velocity relative to the mean velocity 
instantaneous velocity vector relative to the mean velocity vector 
x-canponent of instantaneous velocity 
average center line velocity 




average velocity at the nozzle 
average free stream velocity 
r-component of instantaneous relative velocity 
r-canponent of instantaneous velocity 








w instantaneous velocity ~ normal to x-r plane 
X x/L 
x axial coordinate defined in Fig. 1 
z general mass traction representing ca J cb' etc. 
~Jz2 f\n1ctlons defined by Eqs. (22) - (24) 
z+,z- fUnctions defined by Eq. (,7) 
+ 
<Q> • J fQ dU 
Y dissipat10n ratio in turbulence 
1 - (u.I~) 
eddy diffUsivity 
s1m11arity variable defined by Eq. (11) 
turbulence scale 
t± characteristic directions defined by Eq. (39) 
r;l'r;i .fUnctions defined by Eqs. (A9) and (AlO) 
p density 
a constant for Eq. (17) 
t function defined by Eq.(32a) 
~+,~- functions defined by Eq. (36) 
If functions defined by Eq. (32b) 
functions defined by Eqs. (A3) and (A6) 











c center line 
d product 
e chemicallY inert species 
h ~ - h • 
i,j ,k CSrte$1an tensor Wices 
0 ensemble averaged 
p at the nozzle 
• free stream 
SUperscript 
"','" vectors 
Note that all symbols for velocities, except '\l' Uc ' and u.' 
represent dimensionless quantities after Eq. (26). 
Chemical Reaction 
'!he staniard axisynmetric turbulent jet shown 1n Fig. 1 is studied. 
'nle jet, consisting of a fuel and a chemically inert species, is surrounded 
by air, and the following one-step combustion is considered to take place. 





Fran the law of ... action, the rates or production by cheadoal 
reaction of the ttree reactants are given by 
All s)'mbo1s are def'1ned in the runenclature. 
Kinetic Equations 
Starting point of fornulation of the goveming equations is the 
kinetic equation (see refs. 1, 5, ani 6). 
(2) 
(3) 
Where j and k are the OU"tesian tensor indices. The symbol z stands 
for dif1n1te quantity being transported by the nuid elements. For the 
canbustion described by FAts. (2) t Eq. (3) represents the fl ve k1net1c 
equations respect1velY for 
8 
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'lhese equations w1ll be solved by the binDdal mnent method 
subsequently. As was d1scussed 1n the preceed1ng section, certain 
diacont1n11tiea 1n the gradients ot the mean prof'11es are expected 
(4) 
in the results wben kr + -. AltbluSh these do not affect the canbust10n 
rate and other physical descriptions ot the problem, the discontinuit1es 
themselves are unreal consequences ot the b1mldal method ot solution. 
As was discussed in ref. 5, the bimodal method approximates the 
continuous distribut10n of a reactant concentration among the nu1d 
elements w1th various instantaneous veloc1t1es by two d1screte values of 
the concentrat1on depending only on t • .e s1@1l of V. At the edge of a 
diftus10n flame zone, therefore, concentrat1on of one of the reactants 
contained 1n all fluid elements becanes zero s1nW.taneously. 'Ih1s results 
1n the d1scont1ruous gradients of the mean reactant concentrat1ons at 
the flame edge. SUch unreal d1scont1nuit1es naturally disappear as more 
exact method 1s ~loyed for solut1on of the kinet1c equat10ns (refs. 5, 
ani 7). '!hese methods (refs. 5 and 7), however, are of such c~lex1 ty 
that their app11cat1on to practical flow problems such as the ax1synrnetr1c 
Jet 1s extren~ly difficult. 
As an 1nt4!r1m technique to circumvent the d1ff1culty with the b1modal 
method, unt1l a fI~!'a viabll=t method of solution 1s found, 1t was suggested 
1n ref. 6 that an add1t1onal kinet1c equat10n be ent>loyed. 'Ih1s 




in FAt. (3) as 
(6) 
Expression for "'at> 18 constructed such that the first m:mmt of 
Eq. (6) corresponds to the conservation equation for <c:~> derived 
!'ran the Navier-Stokes ani starxiard species conservation equat ions. When 
a • b • I, the expression for wab .IU obtained in ref. 6 as 
such that the first manent of Eq. (6) wau tenn-wise c~le to the 
conservation equation for <cacb> derived from the stan1ard species 
conservation equations for c
a 
and ~J subject to the correspcroence 
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for Wh1ch a· 1 t ant1 b. 2. For theae atoich1anetric coef'ficients, 
1t __ founj that •• 
gives the term-w1ae c~t1bi11ty or the !"irst naIIeIlt of Eq. (6) with 
the ccnaervat10n equation for <ca~> derived frail the conventional 
conservatlon equations for ca enS ~. subject to the follow1ng 




'!be dissipation correspondence of F.qa. (e) and (11) ere plausible 
h,ypothese&. arr.i consistency of Eq. (6) with the orig1nal. kinetic equations 
for ca';" etc. cannot be established. 'Iherefore. the b1nr:>dal 
solutions using this additional equation nust be considered interim 
ones untll more exact aolut1ona ot the 1ntegro-d1tferent1al kinetic 












When the chemical. reaction rate, kf • is ,,;ufficiently ~r 
than the m1x1ng and other characteristic rates of the problem, Eqs. 
(2) cSemanc1 that 
.. .. 
for all x ard U. Eacl. term of Eq. (6), then, vanishes except the 
last two terms, the cJ1u1pation am chemical rMCtlon terme. Which 
becane with the use of Eq. (10) and Eqs. (2), 
(12) 
(13) 
As explained in !'ef. l. the above shows that, In the 11m! t of fast 
reaction, the reaction rate 1!$ equal to the turbulent dI&sipation rate. 
'!he set of kinet1c equations governing the hydrogen canbustlon 
now consists of the 1'1 ve equatIons represented by Eqs. ( 3) and (4), and 
the degenerated equation, Eq. (13). Solution of this set is discussed 
in the next section following the brief consideration of the flow 
fieM given below. 
Flow Field 
Mean now field for incoot'l"essib1e turbulent Jet 1s well known. 
(See refs. q and 10.) So that full attention can be gl ven to describing 
the coobust1on phenomJenon, the mean now field solutions foun:1 in 
refs. 9 and 10 are ent>loyed 1n the present analysis instead of solving 
12 
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for the flow field by the kinetic theory. 
Recognizing the fact that exact details of the flow field have 
only a secondary effect on canbustion, solution of ref. 9 for ual~:;: 0 
is first modified slightly to include the influence of the finite initial 
jet diameter on the flow field using the information given i ref. 10. 
'!he result is then generalized so that it can be approximately used for 





Uo 1-£[1- (1 + tn2)2] = U c 
Vo 
1 3 
a3(n - 'Ii" 11 ) 
U = 
£ (1+~n2)2 c 
£ = 1 -(~) . 
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Having carpleted fonrulation of the problem, solution of Eq. (3), 
with Eq. (4), and Eq. (13) constitutes the next section. 
ANALYSIS 
As stated earlier, the kinetic equations governing canbustion will 
be solved by the b1mda1 nnnent method. 'lhe method is s:1m11ar to that 
employed in the previous work, ref 6, except the mean velocity component, 
v 0 ' is not zero in the present problem, ani this requires a somewhat 
different approach in the division of the velocity space. 
Manent Equations 
'!he first two manents of Eq. (3) are obtained by rm.Utip1ying the 
equation by 1 and V successively and by integrating the resulting 
equations term-wise with respect to the velocity space. In cylindrical 
coordinates, these equations are 
and 
{aV av )J ... av J ... 
+ \Uo axo + Vo arO f z dU + are Vf z dU 
(19) 
14 
In the derivation of E'q. (19), the continuity equation resulting from 
setting z· 1 in Eq. (18), and the relationships 
arid (20) 
have been enployed. 
BiJoodal Approximation 
For convenience, the probability density function of the fluid elements 
is approximated by a Maxwellian function in terms of the velocity components 
relati VP. to the mean velocity. Thus , 
f = (21) 
The species mass fraction, z, is then approximated by a b1m:xial 
function as, 
++ 







zl(x,r) = 0 for 
v > -v , o 
v < -v • 
o 
Note that the above ·relationships imply 
for v > 0, 
and 
for v < O. 
(23) 
(24) 
'lherefore, the biJoodal division is actually carried out in the absolute 
velocity space. 
Eqs. (21) and (22) facilitate the evaluation of a moment as 
(25) 
+ 
where Q denotes an arbitrary function of U .• 
Governing Equations for Combustion 
With the use of Eqs. (21), (25), and (13), and the relationship 
between <Ab' wd ' and wa given in Eqs. (2), Eqs. (18) and (19) are 
reduced to a set of explicit partial differential equations in x and 
r for each of the z defined. by Eq. (4). Then, with appropriate non-
d1mensicma11zation and sane manipulation, the following four sets of 
equations are oota1ned. 
In all subsequel':t equations. the symbols for velocities, except 
~, u
c
' and u., represent the nonnallzed velocities with respect 
to uc ' 
U = U/uc ' 
Vo • v lu , o c 
1/2 ~ (1 + 2y)<Vc > - Ex c c. 2 4>- • 2A a 2~(6~)1l2 ao-oo 







Md El/2l 2 {~+ + err [(d t2 v o]J. teed) • caocbo 41- (29a) Ma " 2 A 
'f(cd) -[Co 3voUc avo) avo] • + Vo aR cdo + <Vcd> aR Uc ax 
--~ 
E1/2 Md Ey 
- ---- (1 + 2y)<Vcd> + M-- • 2A a ~(6n)1/2 




E1/2 + Md Ey 





'!he tunct10ns ~m1ng the chemically inert species are obtained from 
those of the other chemical species as 









~ -----~---~-~ ~1 
(35) 
FUnctions .+ ani .- arising fran Eq. (13) are defined as 
1 





Z+ • zl + z2' and Z • Z - Z , 1 2' (37) 
With the velocity profiles given by Eqs. (Ill) - (17), and the 
A 
turbulence properties, E and A, considered to be known in the present 
analysis, as will be discussed subsequently, Eqs. (27a) through (31) constitute 
ten equations for the equal number of unknown functions, cal' ca2 ' "1' cb2 , 
cdl ' cd2 , cel' ce2 ' hI' and h2 .* Solution of these equations and discussion 
of the results comprise the remainder of this report. 
* + - + -(he may alternatively consider ca ' ca ' cb' ~, etc., as the 




!!y!'-Behavior of F8uations and Boundary Corliitions 
As was stated earlier, the govem1ng equations, Eqs. (27a) - (31). are 
hyperbolic •. 'lbese equations will be solved by a finite difference scheme; 
however J it will be useful before the solution to study their behavior on 
the characteristic plane. SUch a study, anDng other th1ngs. will clarify 
the boW'1dary corliit1ons to be applled. 
'!he sets of two equations, (27a) and (27b), (28a) and (28b), etc., are 
all s:1m1lar. Equations (27a) and (27b), therefore, are used in the following 
discussion of the general behavior of the governing equations. 
'!be tenns .- err (~)l/2vo in Fq. (27al and ~ua'uc)(avou/aXl + 
Vo(3Vo/3R)] Cao in Eq. (27b) do not affect the basic behavior of the eqtmt1ons. 
Neglecting these terms for the present diSCUSSion, F.qs. (27a) and (27b) can 
be transformed into the following set of characteristic equations. 
[ + (2)1/2 -] I 2 t ~ (E)1/2]2 1-112 I ~1/2v + + 2 + c ; - c • - u + v + - !:I..--.L C (~) cjI a 'IT a 0 0 3 16~ a· 0 
(38) 
~ +(~~) 1/2 
21 
:For the axisymnetric jet shown on Fig. 1, the characteristic 
directions defined by Fq. (39) are sketched in Fig. 2. '1be two waves 
consisting of [C: - (2/W)1I2C;1 am [C: + (2/w)1I2c;1 propagate along 
the two characteristic directions t+ am t- respectively according to 
Fq. (38). '!hese waves dissipate by the quantities contained in the last 
curly bracket of Fq. (38). '!hese quantities represent three physical 
phenanena. '!he first am third terms involving ~+ and ~- denote 
the chemical reaction, the seconi and the last tenns signify the turbulent 
mixing, and the tenn next to last represent turbulent dissipation. '!hese 
physical phenanena canb1ne to dissipate the waves as they travel along the 
characteristics. '!he wave behavior will be discussed further following the 
numerical solution later. 
As seen from Eq. (39) and Fig. 2, the R-axis is "space-like" whereas 
the X-axis is "t1me-like" (see ref. 11). 'llierefore, two boundary conditions 
are required along the P-axis and O:1e along the x-axis. '!hese requirements 
can be satisfied by the conditions that, 
> for x • 0 and all R • 0 , 
(40) 
and 
For R • 0 and all x > l.' 0 , 
(42) 
By the use of Eq. (33), Eq. (40) can be replaced by the mean nass mction 
profile, (cao)X-o' '!he boundary ccn11tion of Eq. (42) arises f'mn the 
reflective wave ccn11t1on, 
(43) 
which can be satisfied only by F.q. ( 42) • 
SOWl'ION 
As was stated previously, the goveming equations, Eqs. (27a) through 
(31), are solved by the MacConn1ck' s fin1 te d1fference method (ref. 8). Details 
of the numerical method and the cooputer program are g1 ven in the Appendix. 
'!he turbulence properties and the boundary conditions con-esponding to F.qs. 
(40) - (42) employed are discussed in this section. 
Turbulence Properties 
'lUrbulence energy and scale are needed to render the governing equations 
self-contained. Here, these quantities are chosen such that they will 
give the conventional eddy diff'usivity (ref. 9) in the limit of the 
statistically near-equil1brium turbulence field (refs. 5, 6). As was done 
for discussion of the wave properties of the goveming equations in the 
preceeding section, Eqs. (27a) and (27b), with the term {(uo/uc )(~vouc/~X) 
23 
f'" 
+ vo(avclIR)]eao neglected, are uaecS tor c1emonstIvt1('l1. General 
behavior of all seta of the two equat1C118, (27a) ani (2'7b), (28a) am 
(28b), etc. t is tl~ same. 
!quU1brium turbulence field 18 approachec1 as 
EJ-I2 
--. • -r-- • 
A 
In th1s l1m1t, Eqa. (27b) J (34), and (36) show that 
<vea> ~ 0 , 
- 0 ea --+. , 
and .- ---. 0 
&:t. (27b) then reduces to the conventional, gradient driven diffusion 
relationship, 
~ eddy c11truBiv1ty ia def'1ned by the &boYP equat1cr. as 
Em 2'" 1/2 
ueL • 3 (l + 2Y) A E 




parabolic cc:nservation equation (refs. 9, 10) with the same flame-sheet reaction 
(ref. 12), 
24 
.... r* denotes the position ot tl.ame sheet. 
,. 
'lb! turbulence scale and emz'&Y. A anti E. are chosen to satisfY 
Iq. (4'i) wit.h the convant1onal value of eddy d1truaiv':'t~·. 'm' '!he mean 
velocity profilfl3 to be eaployed, Sq •• (l'n - (17). have been obtained freD 
ret. q tor the axisynmetr1c Jet with u.I~. O. '!he same reference gives 
a • 15.17. 
Em· 0.01388 L ~ • 
(Ji8) 
lq>lic1t 11. the conventional .1m1larity analyl1a ot ret. 9 i. that all length 
scales vary as l/(~ + X) accorcl1ns to the variable n g1 ven in Eq.. (17) • 
,. 
'lheretOZ'f I the present turbulence scale A should be a constant traction ot 
the Jet radius, and should vary with respect to X such that n 1& a constant. 
Denoting this constant by a4 ' Eqs. (17) give the relationship 
A (X + '1) 
A • a4 a • (50) 
A substitution of Eqs. (14), (49), and (50) 1nt~ Eq. (47) result. in 
a • 0.049~(1 + ?y) 4 /2 (51) 
25 
• 
'lhe turtNlence d1ulpatlcn ratio, T, 1& set to 1/3 as was done: in 
the previoua work, ref. 6 • 
Eq. (51) ahowa that E nuat be 8 constant vall!':' in order to produce 
the convent1onal cooaervation set, Fqs. (47) am (48), in the limit of ne&l:-
equil1brium tU%'bUlence f1eJ.cS. Existing literature (see, far instance, refs. 10 
• and 13) ahQIa that E 1s of order 0.1. '!be values of E 8IrIl1oyed in 
the present caqlUtation are, 
E • 0.05 to 0.2. (52) 
'!be correapcn11ng values of a" are determ1ned ~ Eq. (51). Note that 
a" • 0.26 when E • 0.1. Since the Jet bouncJa.ry comtapCI1da to f\ It 2.5. 
the turbulence acale represented by a" • 0.26 1s about one tenth of the Jet 
radius which 1s of the order of the m1x1ng length as expected. Solut1ons for 
E • 0.1 and 84 • 0.26 will be used for caq>ar1son with the experimental 
data subsequently. 
Boundary Cond1 tions 
'!be boundary conditions for Eqs. (27a) - (3Ob) are the same as Eqs. (40) 
( I. ) + - + -
- .. 2 for each of the variables, 0a' ca t ~ , ~ ,etc. The conditions 
or Eqs. (40) ani (41) t hoWever t also ~1y that each of the var1ables 1s 
specIfied at R". for all X. 
Before the bouncJa.ry conditions are explicitly specified, a cOflBlderation 
should be given to the foll~. '!be s1m1lar1ty velocity protles given by 
!qa. (14) - (16) are valid for X ~ 5.8 (He ref. 10). In l"act t ususally, 
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, 
analysis does not apply. Since the present interest lies with the 
combustion description for ~ Xts where influence of the initial 
condition is negligible, the initial conditions are specified at X == 5.8 
Solutions of Eqs. (27a) - (30b) are obtained for the following 
initial and boundary conditions. 
At X = 5.8 , 
cao(R) - c;(R) cao = ca = , , 
Cro == cbo(R) , ~ = cb(R) , 
cdo = 0 Cd = 0 , , 
ho = ho(R) h- = h-(R) , 
!<'or R .... 00 and X > 5.8 , 
cao = 0.22 , - o , ca = 
cbo = 0 , cb = 0 , 
cdo == 0 Cd == o , , 
ho = 0.1 , h- == o . 




















!]be initial profiles for C
ao 
and <;'0 shown on Fig. 3 are specified 
for Eqs. (53) and (54). !]be profile for Coo is chosen such that it 
corresponds to the pure hydrogen jet issuing fran a circular nozzle of 
radius L/2 as seen in Fig. 3; that is 
(62) 
'!he cao profile of Fig. 3 is chosen arbitrarily with only two conditions 
in mind. '!he mixing with hydrogen begins at X = 5.8 , and that c
ao 
profile 
is continuous with Eqs. (57) satisfied. Any overt discontinuities will tend 
to propagate along the characteristics and may cuase numerical difficulty. 
An arbitrarily continuous profield for ho 1s specified at X = 5.8 for 
Eqs. (56) to satisfY Eqs. (60). 
'!he simplest value for c;, cb' and h- to be assigned at X = 5.8 
is zero. It was found, however, that numerical stability of the solution is 
improved by specifYing a small but non-vanishing function for each to satisfY 
Eqs • (57), (58), and (60). Both c do and c~ a':'e specified to be zero for 
all R initially. 
As was stated earlier, the present interest lies with the combustion 
description for large values of X and with the overall combustion phenomena 
for the entire jet. Details of the initial conditions have very little 
effect on these. 
Solutions of the governing equations, (27a) through (31), satisfYing the 
boundary conditions, Eqs. (53) - (61), are obtained by the MacCornrlck's (ref. 
8) finitie difference method. Details of application of the method are found 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Figs •. 11, 5, and 6 show the mean reactant mass fraction and terrperature 
profiles for the three different axial locations of X == 21.81 , 61.82 , and 
105. 81 respectively. '!hese are the solutions for E =.1 and all == 0.26 
which together carprise the eddy diffusiv1ty given in ref. q in the limit 
of an equillbrium turbulence field (see the preceding section).'lberefore,""these 
solutions are considered as the more representative ones for the standard 
jet issuing into a stationary air. 
Solutions were foun:1 to be insensitive to uJ'1> when it is smaller 
than 0.2. On the other hand, the numerical difficulty increased rapidly 
with decreasing uJ'1>' '!herefore, the solutions discussed in this section 
were obtained for uJ'1> = 0.2 • 
'!he general shapes of the mean profiles are same as those found in 
the experinental works of refs. 111 - 17. Note that the present results, 
cao and ~o' are in mass fractions whereas those given in refs. 14 and 15 
are in mole fractions. Mean profiles of the combustion product are similar 
to those of temperature, and are not shown in the figures. 
'!he tenperature peak is located at a point away from the jet axis for 
small values of X (see Fig. 4). '!he peak point is slightly on the fuel-rich 
side from the stoichianetrlc location, where the fuel-to-oxygen mass ratio 
is 1/8 , in agreement with the finding of ref. 14. IDcation of the temperature 
peak moves to the jet axis as X is increased. 
At the larger X' s (Figs. 5 and 6), oxygen survives through the 
canbustion zone and appears in the jet axis. The flame conprising a shell 
in the jet (Fig. 4) for smaller Xts pervades throughout the inner core 
of the jet (Figs. 5 and 6) for larger values of X. 'lbe flame thickness 
is of the order of one-tenth of the jet axial distance t X, and catpr1ses 
about one-half of the jet cross sect1on. 
Distribut10n with respect to R of the carDust10n rate 18 shown in 
Fig. 7. Note that the max1mJm burning point does not correspond to the peak 
temperature position; part1cularly for X = 61.82 and 105.81. For all 
Xts , the max:1m.un coni:>ust1on point 1s slightly on the fuel-rich s1de of the 
stoich1anetric posttion. For X = 21.81 , the maximlm burning takes place 
at a point between the tenperature peak and the point of stoich1ometry. 
Ccmparison of Figs. 8, '5, and 9 shows the effects of varying 
turbulence energy on the mean profiles. Other than the substantial change 
in the burning rate evident fran the level of ~o t E does not basically 
change the mean profiles. '!he cartlust10n rates will be elaborated upon 
subsequently in conjunction with another figure. 'Ihlclmess of the flame 
is seen to be 1nsens1tive to the turbulence ~r.ergy variation. 
Figs. 10, 5, and II show that the flame thickness is substantially 
affected by the turbulence scale repreBented by a4 (see Eq. (50). Greater 
the scale (size of the energy containing eddies), greater is the name 
th1ckness. This was expected f'rcnl the previous studies (refs. 1 and 6). 
'nle flame is thick in contrast to the 1nfini tesimally thin fl.a.rre sheet 
predicted by the conventional theory (see ref. 12). 'Iherefore t the flame 
shape and length for the jet now cannot be precisely defined. However, 
loci of the stochiometric locations may be used for canparison of the 
flame shapes and lengths. Fig. 12 ahows the stoichiometric positions 
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for the four of the conputed cases. Both increased turbulence energy and 
scale result in the shorter f'lame lengths. 
Shorter flame lengths t of course t are caused by the enhanced burning 
rateR, and this 1s seen in Figs. 13 ani 14. I!hese figures show the total 
integrated burning rates across the jet cross-section as f'unctions of X. 
Stoichiometr1c lengths of the flames for E· 0.1 and 0.2 with a4· 0.26 
found in Fig. 12 are also shoWn in Fig. 13. Because of the very thick nature 
of the flame zone, the canbust10n rate does not become zero at the 
sto1chianetr1c end of the flow (Fig. 13), but 1t asymptot1cally approaches 
zero. 
Both larger turbulence energy and scale result in enhanced combustion 
rates (Figs .13. and 14) , and, hence, in the shorter flame lengths' (Fig. 12). 
Increased turbulence energy enhances both mixing and the chemical reaction 
rate which is controlled by the turbulent dissipation (Eq. 13). 'Ihis is 
evident in the characteristic equations, Eqs. (38) and (39). larger 
turbulence energy 1nplies, according to Eq. (39), the greater slopes of 
the characteristics which cause a faster mixing between the fuel and the 
surrounding air. The increased turbulence energy also enlarges the 
dissipation-limited chemical reaction tenns of Eq. (38), which are the 
tenns involving 4>+ and 4>-. Therefore, turbulence energy has a 
substantial influence on the canbustion rate and flame length. 'Ih1s is in 
agreement with the previous findings (ref. 6) in plane mixing layer of infinite 
dc:ma1n. It was found in ref. 6 that the combustion rate increased with yf.'. 
Although the present jet problem is quite different from the plane mixing layer 
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. problem.anal3zed in the reference. it is interesting to note that the two 
Jet combustion ratesrespect1velycforE· 0.1 and" 0.2 t as represented by 
"~~lSco~cthe~ stoichiometric lengths of' the flames (see Fig. 12) , 
·aW.e<v.Yc~.c 4~.' 
A 
larger turbulence scale, A, enhances the canbustion rate through 
increased. m1x1ng Which is brought about in a rranner quite different frcm 
that for the larger E discussed above. '!he characteristic directions 
are 1.mependent of the turbulence scale (Eq. (39». . Increased scale 
actuanyreduces=t;he~ tw;obulence dissipation-llmited chemical reaction 
rate as seen in Eq. (38). In fact, magnitudes of all the terms or1 the 
A 
right-hand side of' Eq. (38) are reduced by the 1ncrea.:.::r\ A except the 
mixing terms which are the secood and last terms in the sec'Jnd curly 
bracket. However, as explained in the sentences following Eqs. (38) and 
(39), this right-hand side constitutes the wave dissipation.- With the 
dissipation action on the wave cUm1n1shed, the wave propagates further and 
for a longer period of time. For instance t the wave consisting of the fuel 
properties propagates into the oxygen-rich territory until the chemical 
reaction, the dissipative action on the wave, canpletes its task. 'lherefore, 
" increased A s1nt;>ly stretches the reaction zone as seen in Figs. 10, 5, and 
lit and in so doing, brings the reaction zone into the oxygen-rich region. 
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-Note that the word "wave dissipation" is enployed to mean the standard 
dissipative action on the wave. '!his should not be confused with the 
"turbulence dissipation" which refers to the viscous dissipation of 
the turbulent fluctuations. 
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!}his inpl1es an enhanced m1x1ng and, consequently, an enhanced canbustion 
rate. 'Ibis is in agreement with'.:the f'1nd1ngs of ref. 6 for the plane 
m1x1ng layer.. As was foun:i in that reference. however J it 18 expected that 
continuous increase of the scale will eventually result in the reduced 
Canbust~CIl rate. 'lb1.s is because a point DUSt be reached with increasing 
A 
A beyond which no amount of efficient mixing can overcome the inefficiency 
of the turbulence dissipation-limited reaction rate caused by the large 
scale. 
'1YP1eal variations of the reactant mass fractions and terrperature 
along the jet centerline are shown in Figs. 15 - 17. As explained earlier, 
the terrperature peak occurs away fran the centerline for small values of X. 
'!he ma.x1nun tenperature is also indicated in the figures when it does not 
correspond to the centerline value. When the conventional name-sheet 
solution is obtained, the teIq)erature peak exists at the sheet which is located 
away fran the centerline until the end of the flame. Also, this tenperature 
is constant until the flame ends and it can be readily computed. '!h1s name 
sheet tenperature is shown in the figures for canparison. Because the 
chemical reaction is spread across a thick name zone, the peak temperature 
cont:>Uted in the present study is substantially below the hypothetical 
. name sheet temperature. 'lhis difference is greater than the difference 
found in the experimental work of ref. 14. As was stated previously, 
variation the canbustion product is similar to that of the tenperature. 
Since concentration of the combustion product was measured in ref. 15, but 
not the tenperature, as well as in ref. 14 for pure hydrogen jet combustion, 
the present computed values of the combustion product is compared with those 
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Dr refs. 14 and.151n Fig. 18. '!he present values of the ~O concentration 
agree rather closely with the exper1mental values of Hawthome, et al, (ret., 15) 
lilt·' are considerably below those 0: Kent (ret. 1'4). 
Fig. 18 shows that the cauputed concentrations of ~ and 02 agree 
satisfactorily with the experimental data of both refs. 14 ana '15. Note,tbat 
the 02 centerline coocentration was foum to be practically zero in ref. 15 
up to X of about 66, which is in agreement with the present results. 
Finally, the caTplted stoich1aretric contour of the flame is coopared 
with that measured in ref. 14 in Fig. 19. No detailed agreement in these 
contours was expected since the present solution was based on an 
1ncaJi)ressible flow assurrption. However, it is rather surprising to see 
the close agreement on the flame length, that is, on the overall canbustion 
rate. Hawthorne, et al, (ref .15) measured. the "luminous" flame lengths 
for various jet flow conditions and found them to be between about X ~ 128 
+ 146. 'lhese values also agree closely with the catpUted results. '!he 
caJi)uted contour for the hydrogen mass fraction of 0.003 is also shown 
in Fig. 19. 'Ih1s shows that the name is thick and the combustion continues 
for a substantial distance following the stoichiometric end of the flame, though 
at diminishing rates, as explained earlier. 
CCNCLUDING REMARKS 
'!he kineU.! theory of turbulent flow was employed to analyze the m1xing-
l1m1ted combustion in axisynmetric jet. 'lhe bimodal m:>ment method of 
solution of the kinetic equations was modified to circumvent certain 
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diffioulty encountered previously. In the absence of' a roore direot 
J1.Imer1cal oapabUity f'or solution of' the or1ginal ld.netio equations, this 
lIIlCW'1oation enables one to obtain sat1sf'aotory solutions of' the turbulent 
oanbust1on problems. .. It 18 noted that a d1reot rwmer10al technique 1s 
be1ngtlt1ed elSeWhere (see ref'. 7) with sane suocess, and such a method 
should eventually replace the present method. 
'!he toodif'ied b1m:dal method was enployed to transfonn the k1iletic 
equations governing the canbustion energetics into a set of hyperbolic 
differential equations. Assuming, for convenience, that the 1nconpressible 
mean flow field 1s g1 ven, this set of the equations ·was integrated by the 
MacOormick's finite diff'erence scheme f'or carbustion of' hydrogen. 
Detailed structure of the flame as well as the overall carbustion 
rate of the hydrogen jet were cooputed. '!he centerline variations of 
the reactant concentrations and the flame length obtained were conpared 
with the available experimental data which showed. a satisfactory agreement. 
A full discussion is found in the preceed1ng section. 
Q1e of the contributions of this report is the successful application 
of the finite difference scheme to solution of the governing equatiOns for 
cCJlt>ustion based on the kinetic theory. IJh1s numerical technique-together 
with the roodlfied moment method--should provide a considerable flexibility 
for analysis of the various combustion problems of engineering interest. 








'lbe autb)rs are irnebted to Dr. John Evans of NASA, langley Research 
Center for his continued encouragement and support during the course of this 
research. 
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Numer1cal Analysis 
Eqs. (27a) - (3Ob) are transfomed into a first order vector 
differential equation. Numer1cal solutions are obtained for the variables 
+ -c1 and c1 Where 
'1he vector differential equation is 
~ 
~ + ~ F (0) • s (n) . 
Cotrponents of the vectors are given as follows. 












+ liv exp(3 v2 ) a(...!) _ 2 a(~)] c o '2! 0 'lit Uo 1P.' Uo 10 
(A5) 







Cl • R1&ht hand slde of Fq. (21&), (28a) J (29a), or (301) (.\9) 
~ • Right hand side of Fq. (21b), (28b), (29b), or (lOb) 
avo 
- m- <Vel> • 
'!he undifferentiated tenn Sen) is treated as source term. 
(AlO) 
'!he numerical method en;>lOYed is based on the two-stf'p explicit procedure 
developed by !.ax an:! Wendrorr (ref. 18) an:!. more recently. by lIacCarmick (ret • 
... 
8) • '!he intermediate state, OJ.' is ca!pJted as 
(Al,l) 
'!he final state is then detenn1ned by 
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'lb.ls, for a g1 Yen vector 'if' at X. n4X , the subsequent ltate vector 18 
.'n\'f~tUtec1 toNard 1n the X-d1rect1on. '!be t'«>-atep expl1c1 t procedure prov1des 
a solution with eeccn1 order &cC\ftC1 in the f'1n1te d1t'fetoeJac. 1nctenent. '1b1a 
methOd baa an advIntage 111 Which no IBXtrix 1nvera1on enc5 iteration are 
required. It hu, however, the d1sadvantap;;ot be1ns con11t1cnal.l.y stable. 
StabUit)' cond1t1on of the d1rrereJlCe equat10ns requires that the Courant 
condition be satisfied at each axial position X M, 
• 
(Al3) 
For the jet problem, the mn-d1menB1a'l8.l velocity Uo varies fran one at 
the center to zero at the jet boundary. 'lherefore, it 1s d1ffIcult to saUsfy 
the stab1lity ccnd1t1on. 'nl1s, however, can be ameliorated by specifying 
a small but noo-zero value of Uo at the Jet boundary. 
'lbere exists another dirt1culty associated with the emall Uo for 
R ... •• '!he difficulty arises because the grad1ant of the nux function, 
aF/3R , is anBll while the ao.&rce function, S. does not vanish due to 
the tenna coota1n1ng l/uo ' 'lhis cauaes an 1naccUJ"aCy near the Jet boundary 
Which then propagates 1.nwa..rd. 'Ib1s difficulty, of course, can be remed1ed 
... 
by deaand1ng a higher degree of accuracy for n by reducing the g.·1d 81ze, 
6ft. However, the required cClq)Uter time rapidly 1nereases with the reduet10n 
· '"-"~?,-.:::~;~. ~--'.--.... ----------.;.....-~ 
of AR. For instance, halving t:>f the i\.~ results in quadrupling of 
the canputer time. '!he problem was resolved. by the coob1natim of reduction of 
~ to a practically feasible value and imposition of the condition, 
(Al4) 
on the oxidant which diffuses t'ran jet boundary to the core reg;.:. "'ith 
the above stability and accuracy considerations, solution of the r:Civeming 
equations is obtained by the two-step Iax-Wendroff proced~tre. 
cne additional point should be made. 'llie dependent variables of Eqs. 
(27a) - (30b) are cio " <Vci > , ani <v
2
ci >. 'lhese are functions of 
zl ' and z2 ' as defined in Eqs. (33) - (35), which are, in turn, functions 
of Z + and z- via Eq. (37) • It was found that the stability and act'!uracy 
criterill were best satisfied by employing cr and c1 as tne dependent 
variables of the equations rather than cio ' < Vci > , etc. 
Canouter Program 
r:rhe cOlIl>Uter program is written in PI/I language. A brief description 
of the procedures (subroutines in FORmAN language) used in the code is given. 
'lhe program structure is implicit so that numerous variables are implicitly 
passed through the procedures. 
1. Procedures 
JETFLAME - 'Ibis is the main procedure which calls the necessary 





is first tried, and if Cao < 0 at any point in R the step-size is 
reduced by Bo. percent. 
SOLVE - 'lbis procedure performs the solution by the two-step Lax-
Wendroff ntunerica1 scheme. 
... .. 
SOURCE - 'Ibis is the procedure in which F(n) and 3dl) are 
computed and the procedure SOLVE calls SOORCE. 
BOONDRY - '!he boundary values for 
c~ ,and Ch are specified at X = Xo • 
ERRFUlN - This procedure cOlI'putes the error function with the 
poIynom1a.1 fit, 
where 
erf ex) = ! an t n , 
n=l 
1 
t = 1 + 0.32759 X 
REACTION RA'lE - The overall effective reaction rate, 
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TRAPEZO - Integration is perfonned by a trapezoidal scheme. 
2. Inputs to the Code 
It consists of the procedure INPUT and a file INPUT 1. ~e variables 
















£ c 1 - (u~~) 
maximum value of n 
X-value -at which the initial values are specified 
niaXimum value of X 
output control parameter; prints for every XOUT 
















1 1 + 5 + .. ... Ca J ... cd J 
2 - 6 -... ca , ... cd , 
3 + 7 ~ ... ~ , ... , 
4 - 8 -... cb , + ch 
'!he variables l1sted--except SPECIES( ... 1) and SPECIES(*, :MAXG)-are given 
m the procedure INPUTS. However, they are overridden and replaced by 
+ + + + the values in the file INPUT 1. 'n1e values of ca ' ~, cd' and ch 
at the jet center and at R'" co must be given m the file INPUT 1. 
3. ilitputs from the Code 
'n1e final outputs are the average mass fractions, the turbulent 
diffusion fluxes, and the local chemical reaction rate, <w>. 
A list of the other program symbols is g1 ven below. 
CZO Zo 
<V*cz> <Vz> 
<WP> It» " 
. o<w>R d R 
WP(R) .. ~>, (Eq. (AlB» 
ETA n 
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DCL(SPECIES(I,*), F(*,I), sca,')# SPT(','» eTL FLOATDECCI •. J) 
DCL CCHEPI_REACTIOtH*), SPECIES_SAU£<*,*) ) CTL FLOAT DEC(,.". 
DCLCAA. BB. AI, A2. A3, A4. 1 
X, X2. DX, DX_SAVE, XOUT. ETA"AX, 
XSTART. XSTOP. 
R. DR" RMAX, E, 
A, D. E_HAT, LAMDA, SIGMA, REF_Cle. 
PlB_OVER_PlA. MD_OVER_PlA, SQITE ) FLOAT DEC(lS)J 
DCL (SET_PROFILE" YES INITC'Y'), NO IMI1('H'» CHA.R(l)J . 
DCLCGRID" MAXG, I'IAXR. INCREPlEH1 .. ITR, ITR_flAX) FIXED BIN('1.5), 
DCLCEXP, MAX. PlIN. SQRT. FLOAT. ABS" FIXED) BUILTINJ . 
DCLCI,J) FIXED BIN(1S), 
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IF DX<I.E-89*DX_SAUE THEN 
DO, 
PUT SKIP(4) EDIT('SPECIES(l) IS N£GATlUE,1' ) (COLC 4 ).A), 
GO TO FINISH, 
END, 
LL2:DO J-l1 TO "AXe, 
l'1AXR-J, ",,,,1 





IF SPECIES(3,1)(e.ee5 THEN GO TO FINISH, 




IF SPECIES(3,l)(e.ees THEN GO TO FINISH, 
END PlAINI 
! j ! My II "II ':u "".'m:;" ""Ii,,~,iIb.>';;!:~,iJi~~~u'~:\:hl 
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SOLUE:PROC(SPECIES,F,S,RETRY', 
DCL(SPECIES(*,*',F(*,*',S(*.*'. SIGN .• SLOPE' FLOAT DECell). (I,GRID,IX) FIXED IINC1S', 
DCL J FIXED BIN(lS)l 
DCl RETRY LABEL; 
CALL SOURCECSPECIES.F,S)l 
FIRSTIDO GRID·2 TO PlAXR-l; 







-(F(I.GRID+l)-FCI,GRID»*DXJ1)R +DX*SCI.QRID) I 
IF SET_PROFILE·NO THEN 
CHECIC11DO, 
SPT(4#GRID)·PlAX(e.',SPTC4,GRID», 




IF ABS(SPTC1#GRID»)1.E-86 THEN CO TO RETRYJ 
ELSE SPTC1.GRID)· ••• ' 
END, 
END CHECK1; 
ELSE SPT(l.GRID)·ftAXC •••• SPT(l,GRID»' 
IF ABS(SPTCI,GRID»(1.E-12 THEN SPT(I.GRID)· ••• ' 
END SPEC1; 
END FIRST, 




SECONDIDO GRID·2 TO "AXR-l, 
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SPEC2tDO I-I TO 8, 
IF AIS(FCI,GRID-1»))1.E-3e THEN 
SPECIESCI,GRID)-e.S*(SPTCI,GRID)+SPECIES(I,QRID) , 
-CFCI .. GRID)/FCI .. GRID-l)-l.)*F(I,QRID-l)IDXI'IR 
+DX*S( I,GRID» J 
ELSE 
SPECIESCI,GRID)-e.S*(SPT(I .. CRID)+SPECIES(I .. GRID) 
-CFCI,GRID)-FCI,GRID-l»'DX.l'DR 
+DX*SCI .. GRID» J , 
IF ABS(SPECIESCI,GRID)(1.E-12 THE" SPECIES(I ... IDJ ••• ,., 
EHD SPEC2, 
EHD SECOND, 
DO I-I TO 4; 
SPECIESC2'I-l .. 1)aSPECIESC2'I-l,2), 
EHD; 
END SOLUE, 
SOURCEIPROC(SPECIES .. F .. S); 
DCL(SPECIESC*,*) .. F(* .. ') .. S(t ... ), 
ETA, ve, ue .. U8_0UER_Ue,ERF, R, 
Gl .. Ga .. 03, VA .. 
FS .. UC, 
tHEftl, CHEMa, STCH"TRY, 
TERM1. TERft2. TERM4, TERM6. 
USP(4), U1, U2. 
DERI_U'.. DERI_VI_X. DERI_UI_R,DERI_U'_R,DERI_LOGUC. 
PHI_PLUS. PHI_ftIHUS ) FLOAT DEC(IS), 
DCL SPECI(*,') CTL FLOAT DEC(IS), 
DCL (I.J) FIXED 81"(15), 
ALLOCATE SPECI(S,MAXR), 
BOUHDRY'DO I-I TO 4, 
F(2.I,l)-1.441282lSQRTElSPECIES(2.I-l,1)/2., 















































.. H." ... , .... "l.,,',""~,;.,.....:......_~""' • I'~ 'J" ""~, 
IF SET_PROFILE·YES THEN 
LLaDO 1·2 TO "AXR, 
IF SPECIES(l .. I)(I.1 THEN SPECIES(1 .. I) •••• ) : . 
IF SPECIES(2 .. I »'.8 THEN SPECIESC2 .. I ).SPECI£8' .... I.-1)' 
EHD LL; . 
LatDO 1·1 TO 8; 
L6'DO J·l TO "AXR, 
IF A8S(SPECIES(I .. J»(1.£-12 THEN SPECIESCI.J) •••• , 
EHD L6, 
EHD La; 
R· ••• ; 
Ll:DO J·a TO ftAXR-l, 
R·R+DRJ 
ETA·SIGftAIR/(X+A2)J 
FS·l./(1.+ •• 2S*ETA*ETA)J 














IF ETA)2.4S THEN 
SPECIES(a .. J)·-ABS(SPECIES(2 .. J»; 
SPECIES(l .. J)·ftIN(SPECIES(l .. J).SPECIES(l .. ftAXG», 
L9:DO I-I TO 4; 
SPECI(2II-l .. J)·8.SI(SPECIES(2II-1 .. J)+1.2241448/SGRTE 
lueISPECIES(2II .. J»J 
"' ... J" ... ::ii;·""!JII+,"I~Iku~~!k.,.~,, . '~'~:~':I'I' 
.. , 






















































""'r~r"'~~"";!" "'"""'''i'''' ~"""~I~r;:'~''':' 
''''''ii''''''; ""'."r~I"""!"''' ' .. " 'p'''''''''"'''''''' ":""'::"'::"''','"'''''''''.'''''":"'~:~~'"::~=''':~':'::~:~~~:'I~~'::::~7~:~ii~""~ii"~~t~~::~iI 
SPECI(2.I.J)-'.2383294.SQRTE.G2.SPECIESC2.I.J), 
EHD L9, 
L3'DO I-I TO 4, 
F(2.I-l .. J)-2 •• U./U •• SPECIC2.I-l .. J)+2 •• SPECI(2.I.J).lU8 
-1.?7324S38S.U8.G3.SPECI(2.I-l .. J).IUI, 
F(2'I .. J) 
EHD L3, -1.447282S.SQRTE.G3.SPECI(2.I-l .. J).lUlj , 
IF SPECIel .. J)-e •• THE" SPECI(2 .. J) •••• , 
IF SPECI(1 .. J)(s.eE-83 THEH 
DO, 
CHEftl-SQRTE.D/LAftDAISPECI(l .. J) , 
CHE"2-e •• , 
CHEft_REACTIOH(J)-CHEftl, 
GO TO Of'T, 
EHD, 
ELSE IF SPECI(3 .. J)(S.'E-'3 THEN 
DO" CHEPll-•• 2SISQRTE.D/LAftDAISPECI(3 .. J)/ftB_OUER-RA , 
CHEft2-•• I, 
CHEPI_REACTION(J)aCHEftl, 
GO TO OPT, 
EHDJ 
ELSE L7'DOJ 
TER"la(I.251(SPECIES(3 .. J)+SPECIES(4 .. J»'12 
+"B_OUER_ftAI(SPECIES(I .. J)+SPECIES(2 .. J» 
'(SPECIES(3 .. J)+SPECIES(4 .. J») J 
TERft2·ce.2S.(SPECIES(3 .. J)-SPECIES(4 .. J».*2 
+ftB_OUER_ftA.(SPECIES(1 .. J)-SPECIES(2 .. J» 
I(SPECIES(3 .. J)-SPECIES(4 .. J») J 
IF ABSCTERftl-TERft2)(1.E-'& THEH 
DO, 
PHI_PLUS-2./TERftl, 
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ELSE DO, 
PHI_PLUS·I./TER"I + 1./TER"2 J 
PHI_ftIHUS·l./TERftl - 1./TERftIJ 
EHD, 
CHEftl·ftAXC ••••• SISQRTEJD/LAftDAISPECIC1.J)ISPECIC3.J)I*a 
ICPHI_PLUS+Gl'PHI_RIHUS» J 





OPTITERft4·CU.'DERI_ue_x + U8'DERI_U8_R +uelueIDERI_LOQUC), 
TERft,S·SQRTE/LAftDAJ (1. +2.,D )/2.8, 










































































U'1 284. VI 
285. 
286. 
..... -... '"'"~ "~- --"- -











DCL( SPECIES(I.'), ETA, R, TERft. Ue_OUER_UI ,U.) FLOAT DECel.), 
DCL(EXP1, EXP2) FLOAT DEC(i6), 
DCL (1. J) ~tXED II"(lS)J 
R •••• , 








IF EXP1(1.E-t2 THE" EXPI-e •• , 
IF EXP2(1.E-12 THE" EXP2-8.8J 
IF ETA(13. THEM SPECIES(l,I)-SPECIES(l,I)IEXP1J 






















































DCLCYY. Y. ERF. p. T. EXPya ) FLOAT DEC(IS), 
eCL ACS) FLOAT DEC(IS) 1"IT(I.254829592. -8.21441&736. 
1."21413741. -1.45315212? 
DCL I FIXED 81"(15), 
Y·A8SCYY), 
IF Y<8 •• 1 THE" 
DO, 
ERF •••• , 
RETURN, 
EHD, 
IF V) .... THEN DO, 
P· •• 32759, 
Ta l.'(I.+PIV)J 
ERF-e.I, 
ERF-I •• , 
CO TO RTH, 
EHDJ 
DO I-I TO S, 
£RFaERF+A(I)tT"I, 
ENDJ 
1 •• S1 .. 8S421 ) , 
EXPY2-EXP(-YtY)J 
IF EXPV2(1.8E-8S THE" EXPV2 •••• , 
ERF-l.-ERFIEXPY2J 
















































• • REACTION_RATE:PROC(WP)J 
DCL(UC#~P#RESULT#ETA#R#FS#FCT"(*) CTL) FLOAT DEC(lS), 
e 
I 




L1:DO J-2 TO "AXR-1~ 
R-R+DR; 








DCL(FCTN(*)#DR#RESULT) FLOAT DEC(16), 



















" i ~c' 























































































SPECIES, SPT, F, s-e.e, CHEM_REACTIOH •••• , 





) FILE(INPUT1) COPY(SYSPRINT)J 
.. ----- '''fl 
I;C!~~",- " 








11 , :!~ '~ 
, I: I 
!: 
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DCl e R, YP, ~PR, UC, CD, ETA, F5, ue, 02) FLOAT DEC(lS), 
DCl SPECI(.,.) CTl FLOAT DEC(IS), 
DCl eJ,I) FIXED BINelS); 
AllOCATE SPECICB,MAXR); 
PUT PAGE FIlECSYSPRINT) EDITe'X-',X) (COl(3),A,COL(S),F(g,S», 
CAll REACTION_RATECYP); 
PUT SKIP FIlECSYSPRINT) EDITC'(YP)-',YP)eCOL(3),A,E(18,3», 
PUT FILECSY~?RINT) EDITC'R','CAe','(U*CA)','CBe','<U*C.)', 
'Cn8','(V*CD)',' H0','(V*H)','CEe','YPCR)','ETA') (COL(3),A, COL(9),A, COL(19),A, COL(29),A, COL(3Sn,A, 
COL(49),A, COlCS9),A, COl(S9),A, COL(19),A,COL(91',A, 
COL(102),A,COlC113),A); 
R-8.8; 











UC-Al/CA2+5.8) - E*CA1/CA2+S.8) - Al/CA2+X) )J 
YPR-UC*CHEM_REACTIONCI); 
PUT FIlE(SVSPRINT) EDITCR, SPECI(l,I), SPECIeS,I), 
SPECIC3,I), SPECIC4,I), SPECICS,I), SPECIeS,I), 
SPECI(?,I), SPECIC8,I),CD,UPR,ETA ) (COL(1),F(S,2), COt(7),E(9,2), COLC1?),E(9,2), COL(S?),E(8,2), 
',ill"""",·""'\IIIIj.,III!'III.",,'llI,,"Ho'iIo"",,ml"""""'.'·"'.""""'''""' .. , ••• ", ..... ". 





"""" ~f' , ~t ':'\ I 
, " ",~"~ " 
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• FIHISH*CALL OUT1, 
END FLA"E, 
" .-... -..... , ................ '"""".'''.'''"'."'-,_''-..~_'''' __ '. 
", 
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Figure 3.- Init1al profiles specified. 
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Figure 7. - D1stribut1on of eanbust10n rate across the jet. 
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Figure 9. - Mean mass fraction and temperature pro.f11es. 
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terrperature. 
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Figure. 17.- Center line variations of mean mass fractions and tE!l~ture. 
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